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1 Summary 

1.1 TalkTalk is pleased to respond to Ofcom’s initial Call for Inputs for the Business 
Connectivity Market Review (‘BCMR’).  At this stage, two years from the 
commencement of the next regulatory period and given the short response period, 
our views are not final. This response provides our initial opinions on the issues it will 
be most important for Ofcom to consider and our views on appropriate remedies. 

1.2 Along with the rest of the telecoms market the business connectivity market is 
experiencing continued innovation and growth.  In particular there is a shift in 
demand from older technologies and lower bandwidths to new technologies that 
offer much higher bandwidths at lower prices.  Also customers are demanding higher 
reliability as high bandwidths become more business critical.  It is essential that 
regulation keeps pace with these developments so that operators are able to deliver 
the services that customers desire. 

1.3 TalkTalk believes that it would be highly beneficial for Openreach to provide a dark 
fibre product (priced the same irrespective of downstream bandwidth use). 
Supplying dark fibre will increase competition and innovation in services and 
approaches, through allowing greater control of products to CPs than is possible 
using Openreach’s active Ethernet products.  We do not believe that introducing 
dark fibre will create problems through arbitrage (and consequent inefficient entry) 
since Openreach will have strong incentives to rebalance its Ethernet prices to 
remove any arbitrage, thereby disincentivising inefficient entry.  Such rebalanced 
Ethernet prices would also almost certainly increase consumer welfare.  The current 
pricing structure would only be efficient if low bandwidth products’ were 25 times 
more sensitive to price changes than high bandwidth – which is unsubstantiated and, 
moreover, implausible.   Further, given the level of excess profit and future cost 
reductions rebalancing may not need result in increase of prices for lower bandwidth 
products.  In addition, it is important that Ofcom assesses the case for dark fibre 
separately from duct/pole access since they have very different impacts. 

1.4 TalkTalk also believes that Ofcom should impose effective regulatory structure for 
the pricing of high bandwidth products – in particular 10Gbps Ethernet and lines 
based on WDM technology.  This will be particularly important if Ofcom does not 
introduce dark fibre.  10Gbps products will become an increasingly popular choice 
for bandwidth (especially backhaul) over the period from April 2016.  At present the 
prices charged by Openreach recover a disproportionately high quantum of common 
costs from high bandwidth products – 10Gbps Ethernet recovers around 25 times 
more than 10Mbps. The effect of such recovery patterns is to retard the 
development of the market and reduce overall consumer demand, as we consider it 
implausible that such differential recovery is anywhere close to being consistent with 
efficient Ramsey prices.  Accordingly, we believe that MISBO products (which have 
speeds of above 1Gbps) should be regulated in a separate basket to AISBO products 
(which includes Ethernet products at speeds of 1Gbps and below).    

1.5 TalkTalk believes that Ofcom should revisit its current approach to the allocation of 
costs that are common between non-regulated and regulated products (including 
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leased line products). The timing is propitious for such a reassessment, as it will 
occur in tandem with the ongoing review of the approach to the production of the 
Regulatory Financial Statements (‘RFS’). TalkTalk believes that in future BT should 
not recover any of these costs from regulated products. Adopting such an approach 
would remove the competitive distortions resulting from costs common between 
monopolised and competitive products being recovered through regulated charges, 
would lower consumer prices, and reduce the need for subjective allocations in the 
RFS. It would not prevent BT from recovering these common costs.  It would also be 
consistent with Ofcom policy for other charges, such as termination rates and 
porting charges. 

1.6 Effective regulation to ensure better quality of leased line products will be an 
important outcome from this review.  We consider that the approach should mirror 
that adopted in the Fixed Access Market Review (‘FAMR’) where minimum service 
standards are imposed on BT. Such quality regulation should particularly focus on 
the time taken to provision Ethernet products, which has been grossly excessive for 
an extended period of time.  

1.7 TalkTalk believes that Ofcom should take a focussed and proportionate approach to 
the analysis in the BCMR. In the previous BCMR which concluded in 2013, Ofcom 
appears to have spent a large amount of time and resource on detailed market 
analysis (e.g. product definition, TISBO market sub-segments, exact geographic 
market boundary) which in the end had no material impact on the remedies applied. 
Ofcom also responded in great detail to each of BT’s many – largely irrelevant or 
misplaced – arguments.  Consequently, just the main document was 1,200 pages in 
length. By devoting so much effort to topics which did not affect outcomes, Ofcom 
had less time to spend on other more important issues.  Further, the volume of 
detailed analysis made it difficult for stakeholders to understand Ofcom’s approach 
and engage fully in the consultation process.  In this review we think that Ofcom 
should apply the same framework as it used last time (e.g. the competition intensity 
criteria for parsing the postcode area) and not micro-segment the TISBO market by 
bandwidth, in order to reduce the effort required.  This will allow more time to be 
spent on more important issues without appreciably diminishing the quality of 
analysis or appropriateness of the remedies. 

2 Passive remedies 

2.1 In its CFI Ofcom has rightly raised the question about whether, if BT is found to have 
SMP, it should be required to offer passive remedies such as dark fibre, duct access 
and pole access for the purpose of CPs providing business connectivity services1. 

2.2 This is an important question.  Passive remedies have been very successful in 
delivering significant consumer benefits in some other markets.  For example, the 
introduction of LLU (whereby a CP can rent just the ‘passive’ copper loop – i.e. ‘dark 
copper’ – rather than relying on a wholesale broadband service from BT) has 

                                                      
1
 Duct / pole access can be used for providing WLA products (such as VULA) but not for BCM products 
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transformed the market for broadband services compared to the counterfactual of 
competition based on BT’s wholesale broadband product.  The key benefits of 
passive remedies are that they allow more extensive competition along more of the 
value chain resulting in more innovation, lower costs, greater choice and reduced 
prices.  Passive remedies could be a huge stimulus to competition, innovation and 
growth in the business connectivity market. 

2.1 TalkTalk use of passive remedies 

2.3 TalkTalk is a significant purchaser of wholesale business connectivity products 
(predominantly Ethernet) both for LLU backhaul for its broadband network and to 
provide leased lines for business customers.  We have considered if and how we 
would use passive remedies if they were available.  This is useful not least since 
Ofcom has previously considered likely uptake of passive as one of the factors in 
considering whether to introduce these remedies.  For our use dark fibre is the most 
suitable remedy and we discuss this below2. 

2.4 Dark fibre will allow us to innovate the product and offer lower prices through lower 
costs.  It will allow TalkTalk to overcome the ‘one-size fits all’ constraint of 
Openreach’s approach to providing Ethernet products where Openreach dictates: 
the technology and vendor; configuration, features; ordering, provisioning, fault 
monitoring and fault repair processes.  In addition, dark fibre will allow TalkTalk to 
avoid Openreach’s inefficiently high costs and prices.  We discuss more generally the 
innovation benefits that dark fibre can bring at section 2.2.3 and the cost/price 
reductions at §2.49.   

2.5 [] 

2.6 [] 

2.7 A good case example of using dark fibre is in LLU backhaul. []  

2.8 [] 

2.2 Impact of introducing dark fibre 

2.9 In this section we discuss the impact of introducing dark fibre and particularly the 
economic benefits and disadvantages.  We focus on dark fibre since that is the 
remedy that we consider is most appropriate in the current market context.  The 
impact of duct and pole sharing may be somewhat different. 

2.10 We first discuss the related issues of dark fibre pricing, active price rebalancing and 
common cost recovery.  These are linked since, for instance, if dark fibre was set at a 
flat price (irrespective of bandwidth deployed) then it would likely lead to Openreach 

                                                      
2
 Currently, we do not have significant interest in using duct or pole access 
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rebalancing its active prices in order to allow common cost recovery (and remain 
competitive). 

2.11 We then go on to discuss other economic impacts such as innovation and productive 
efficiency. 

2.2.1 Dark fibre pricing, active price rebalancing and common cost recovery 

2.12 Currently Openreach prices its active products recovering a far higher proportion of 
the fixed and common duct/fibre costs from high bandwidth circuits than from low 
bandwidth ones – a 10G Ethernet circuit recovers about 25 times more common 
costs than a 10M circuit (£22,334 vs £906 in table below3).  We refer to this as a 
‘steep price gradient’.  The table below shows the various relevant prices and costs – 
see footnote for explanation4. 

                                                      
3
 These figures include excess profit i.e. aggregate revenue in excess of total FAC cost distributed 

evenly across the products.  If the prices were recalculated without excess profit then ration of 
common cost recovery would be higher (about 30 times) 
4
 Based on RFS13 costs and revenues for WES, EADLA, EAD and BES.  EBD was excluded since the 

duct/fibre costs were not split out.  There was no data for 10G circuits and so the following 
assumptions were used: volume 3,000; non-duct/fibre was assumed to cost (incremental) about two 
times a 100M circuit; price £24,000 (from Openreach prices list for EBD 10Gbps - UK excluding 
FlexZone Band A (for period 01/05/2013 to 31/03/2014).  Prior to this period in 2012/13 the price was 
‘term on application’ which was probably higher than £24,000.  The current price is £15,000 
The numbers are derived as follows: 

 Price is average revenue per circuit from RFS13 

 Price (excluding excess profit) reduces prices so that revenue equals FAC 

 Incremental costs are derived using duct/fibre AVE/CVE of 0.20 (using 0.08 for duct and 0.80 
for fibre from BCMR 2013 Fig A12.26) and electronics/other at 0.85 (Fig A12.16 provides for 
example, transmission at 0.83 and other network at 0.92) 

 Common cost recovery is imputed as the price less incremental cost.  In the first box the 
common cost recovery includes the excess profit 

 Under rebalanced prices common cost recovery is assumed the same for all circuits (and the 
price derived) 
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Figure 1: Rental price and costs for Ethernet products (FY13) 

 

2.13 Because of this peculiar pattern of common cost recovery the introduction of dark 
fibre (if it is uniformly priced irrespective of bandwidth deployed) will result in active 
price rebalancing and a changed pattern of common cost recovery if BT is to remain 
competitive and recover its duct/fibre common costs.  Ofcom has identified these 
issues (and particularly common cost recovery) as central to its assessment of 
passive remedies (see §1.33).  We discuss our view on these matters below. 

2.14 Ofcom ask (question 19) whether the price of passive remedies should be uniform or 
vary by downstream use/application (e.g. bandwidth).   We strongly believe that 
dark fibre should be priced a flat rate independent of downstream use rather than 
for instance having a higher price when the dark fibre is used for high bandwidths5.  
There are several reasons for this: 

 There is no sound evidence that recovering significantly higher amounts of 
common cost recovery from high bandwidth circuits (25 times more on 
10Gbps than 10Mbps) is efficient or appropriate.  We explain this In more 
detail below at §§2.21ff. 

 We consider that it is at best impractical and at worst impossible to vary the 
price of the same wholesale product depending on how it is used 
downstream.  For instance: how would it be monitored, policed and 
enforced; what would happen when a customer upgraded speed; how would 
a product whereby the customer could burst for a limited period at higher 
speeds be priced?  The effect of downstream use dependent pricing would 
be to stifle innovation 

                                                      
5
 One alternative approach would be as would result from ‘retail minus’ pricing whereby the dark 

fibre price was calculated as the retail price (for a given product) less the avoided FAC costs.  A 
difficulty with this is that there will be multiple downstream products at each speed e.g. WES, EAD, 
EBD 

10M 100M 1G 10G

FY13	pricing
price	(FY13	average) 1,870 2,466 6,315 24,000
incremental	duct/fibre 272 272 272 272
incremental	electronics/other 692 692 900 1,384
common	cost	allocation 906 1,502 5,143 22,344

price	(excl	excess	profit) 1,454 1,916 4,908 18,652

10M 100M 1G 10G
rebalanced	pricing	(excl	excess	profit)
price	(excl	excess	profit) 2,376 2,376 2,583 3,068
incremental	duct/fibre 272 272 272 272

incremental	electronics/other 692 692 900 1,384
common	cost	allocation 1,412 1,412 1,412 1,412

price	change	(vs	FY13) 27% -4% -59% -87%
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 Recovering more fixed and common costs from wholesale dark fibre that are 
used for higher bandwidth services is not an approach that is, as far are we 
are aware, used elsewhere in the UK or other countries.  For instance, MPF 
lines all recover the same fixed/common costs even if they allow higher 
bandwidths.  Similarly sub-loops used for (FTTC/VDSL) superfast broadband 
are recover the same fixed/common costs as loops used for standard 
(ADSL2+) broadband even though they allow far higher speeds6.  Dark fibre in 
other EC countries is priced independent of downstream use.  We can see no 
precedent for varying dark fibre prices depending on downstream use 

2.15 If dark fibre was offered at a uniform price (and it was consumed to a significant 
degree) it would be likely make Openreach’s current steep pricing gradient unviable 
since CPs would mainly use dark fibre to replace high bandwidth active products.  
This would result in reduced overall common cost recovery for Openreach.  The 
obvious reaction (which would be in Openreach’s and BT Business/BT Group’s 
commercial interests) would be for Openreach to rebalance its active prices (within 
the Ethernet basket charge control) so there is a flatter pricing gradient.  Openreach 
has the flexibility to rebalance its active prices within the charge control 
mechanism7.  Therefore, we do not see any reason why Openreach’s common cost 
recovery could not be maintained or that Openreach’s opportunity or ability to 
recover common costs will be lessened.   The threat to common cost recovery is 
spurious. 

2.16 The key question for Ofcom is whether such a rebalancing of active prices and 
changed pattern of common cost recovery is good or bad – is the current steep 
pricing gradient economically efficient or welfare optimising? 

2.17 In analysing this issue in the 2013 BCMR Ofcom presumed that Openreach’s chosen 
pattern of common cost recovery (and the steep pricing gradient) was efficient 
(§8.91).   

In using the flexibility BT has in choosing how to recover its common costs within the 
constraints of our price controls, BT is not explicitly required to set Ramsey prices. 
However, in our view, BT is likely to know broadly how changes in prices affect demand for 
its products, and is likely to have better knowledge of this than we have. In using this 
knowledge to maximise its profits under the constraints of the price controls, we consider 
that BT is likely to achieve outcomes consistent with economic efficiency.  

2.18 In essence, Ofcom is presuming that Openreach’s pricing structure is efficient since 
the price structure (and pattern of common cost recovery) that will maximise 
Openreach’s profit will be the most economically efficient one.  We consider that 
such a presumption is highly flawed – we explain below. 

                                                      
6
 Of course, it is not in BT’s interests to price sub-loops in this way since they have a high share of 

FTTC/VDSL connections 
7
 The only constraint might be a sub-cap on each price though (a) it is not clear that 10M prices would 

actually need to increase and anyway (b) Ofcom can amend the sub-caps (currently RPI-RPI) to allow 
rebalancing 
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2.19 Ofcom is right in that Openreach will use flexibility in general to set profit maximising 
prices.  However, it does not follow that prices that are profit maximising (and 
comply with the charge control) will also be efficient and welfare enhancing.  The 
obvious point to make is that pricing flexibility is not always a good thing.  It is only 
good if used in consumers interests. 

2.20 Ofcom seem to have reached its conclusion since it has considered that the only 
consideration Openreach has when it is setting its prices is to optimise demand / 
profit through setting Ramsey prices – this is where more common cost is recovered 
from low elasticity products. Such an approach (if correctly implemented) would 
both increase profits and increase welfare.   

2.21 Openreach’s steep pricing gradient would only optimise welfare (and maximise 
profit) if the price elasticity of lower bandwidth (10M) products was significantly 
more (about 25 times more8) than higher bandwidth (10G) products.  However, it is 
highly unlikely (and implausible) that in practice the steep pricing gradient is 
anywhere close to being consistent with efficient Ramsey prices: 

 There is no evidence presented by Ofcom that the price elasticity is 25 times 
higher or anywhere close to 25 times higher.  Indeed we consider that such a 
finding to be utterly implausible 

 Openreach have not presented any evidence or analysis that shows what the 
price elasticities are or that the actual common cost recovery pattern is 
anywhere close to being efficient.  In fact, Openreach does not appear to 
have claimed that it has set prices in this way 

 To price efficiently Openreach would need to know the industry level price 
elasticities.  However, it will only know (at best) its own price elasticities 
which are different to the industry level elasticities due to the impact of 
competition 

 In fact Ofcom seem to accept that Openreach lack any actual evidence on 
price elasticity that would demonstrate that – Ofcom says: “BT is likely to 
know broadly how changes in prices affect demand for its products, and is 
likely to have better knowledge of this than we have.” (§8.91).  And “We 
consider that [a flat pricing gradient] … would not necessarily be more 
efficient than would result from BT setting charges for its wholesale services 
subject to the constraints of a charge control.” (§8.91) 

2.22 Given the lack of evidence to support the assumption that the elasticity of 10Gbps is 
25 times higher than 10Mbps assumption it is difficult to see how Ofcom can 
conclude that “that [Openreach’s prices are] likely to achieve outcomes consistent 
with economic efficiency”.  This is in practice an unsubstantiated and implausible 
conclusion to reach. 

                                                      
8
 optimal Ramsey prices would be that the common cost recovery is in inverse proportion to the 

elasticity.  For the current prices (whereby 10G has a 25 times higher common cost recovery than 
10M) to be optimal then the elasticity of 10M would need to be 25 times more than 10G 
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2.23 Whilst there is no evidence (even weak evidence) to suggest that the steep price 
gradient is economically efficient there are strong and evidenced reasons as to why 
the steep price gradient may be inefficient.  There are several reasons as to why BT 
would adopt a steep pricing gradient to increase its profits that would cause a 
reduction in welfare.  For example: 

 First, Openreach would have an incentive to adopt a steep pricing gradient in 
order to allow higher prices for non-regulated MISBO (>1Gbps) products.  
Currently single service >1Gbps Ethernet is priced regulated in the Ethernet 
basket whereas other >1Gbps services (such as OSA) are not price regulated.  
The single-service Ethernet prices will act to some degree as a constraint on 
OSA prices (BCMR13 §13.85).  By setting a steep pricing gradient single 
service >1Gbps Ethernet services will be priced higher allowing higher OSA 
prices which improves BT’s profit.  However, this tactic reduces welfare (since 
the price of OSA products will be excessive and allow supra-profits)9. 

 Second, Openreach would have an incentive to adopt a steep price gradient 
to game the ‘prior year weighting’ method used in the charge control and 
thereby gain excessive profit.  As Ofcom accepts, by increasing prices on 
faster growing products (higher bandwidth products have higher growth due 
to changes in market demand) Openreach can increase their 
revenues/profits10.  Such an approach whilst increasing profit would reduce 
welfare (since it allows BT to raise average prices more than the RPI–X cap 
intended)11 

 Third, Openreach would have an incentive to adopt steep price gradient to 
price anti-competitively by raising relative prices on higher bandwidth 
products that are used more by external customers (thereby increasing 
external revenue whilst remaining within the price RPI–X cap).  Altering 
prices in this way reduces welfare. Ofcom has recognised the impact of this 
pricing strategy (BCMR 2013 §20.46).  External products account for a greater 
proportion of high bandwidth sales (e.g. 49% of 1Gbps versus 44% sub 1Gbps 
AISBO12. Ofcom has suggested that the charge control (with its light RPI-RPI 
sub-cap and sub-basket at RPI –11.5% on 1Gbps EAD) prevents this type of 
behaviour. It says: “We have designed the charge control we are imposing on 
BT specifically to allow it pricing flexibility whilst addressing the risk of anti-
competitive pricing” (§8.86).  This is incorrect, the measures cannot prevent 

                                                      
9
 This incentive will have occurred under previous market reviews and charge controls since higher 

bandwidth BCM products have always had no or lighter price regulation. For example, in the 2008 
BCMR AISBO products over 1Gbps were not regulated 
10

 For example FAMR/LLU Charge Control consultation July 2013 §4.218 (and draft Statement Vol 2 
§4.273).  “The main disadvantage of prior year weighting is that it is vulnerable to a particular form of 
gaming. This gaming involves targeting price increases on services whose weights in the basket are 
growing over time, so that the prior year revenue weight understates the effect of the price increase 
on actual revenues. The CC identified this as a concern in its determination of the 2010 LLU appeal” 
11

 Even if BT raised high bandwidth prices less this does not demonstrate that they did not use this 
tactic.  It may be that Openreach have held up higher bandwidth prices higher than they would be to 
be efficient since doing so generated more profit through this approach 
12

 See 2013 BCMR §20.50 
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excessive prices on these products – the best that they can do is restrict to a 
limited degree the abuse on some products (see §4.6 below). 

 Fourth, Openreach / BT may have set a steep pricing gradient since it 
considers the strongest downstream competition to be from LLU operators 
and by setting a steep gradient it can weaken this competition13 particularly 
in offering high bandwidth and low contention services such as superfast 
broadband. 

 Fifth, Openreach will have an incentive to adopt a steep pricing gradient to 
reduce prices for low bandwidth products where the more homogenous 
nature of the product means that competition is stronger 

 Sixth, Openreach may have adopted a steep pricing gradient in order to 
discourage Ofcom from introducing passive remedies (such as dark fibre).  It 
is clear that Openreach is against the introduction of passive remedies 
(presumably since they consider it will reduce their profit).  In the BCMR 2013 
Ofcom said (as explained above) that a steep price gradient is one reason to 
not adopt passive remedies.  Thus, it would be rational for Openreach to 
adopt a steep pricing gradient in order to discourage Ofcom from introducing 
passive remedies.  This amounts to a form of regulatory gaming 

2.24 It is notable for each of these examples it is easy for Openreach to identify the prices 
that increase profits e.g. easy to identify faster growing products and products used 
more by external customers that should have higher price rises.  This contrasts with 
Ramsey pricing behaviour where identifying profit maximising prices is very difficult 
since it relies on knowing price elasticities. 

2.25 Also Ofcom cannot ignore that Openreach may have adopted a steep price gradient 
for erroneous or ‘non-rational’ reasons14.  This is another reason as to why Ofcom 
cannot presume (as they do) that the current steep price gradient is efficient. 

2.26 In summary, Ofcom’s conclusion that Openreach’s chosen price gradient is “likely to 
achieve outcomes consistent with economic efficiency” is solely based on the single 
and highly dubious presumption that the steep price gradient is consistent with 
efficient Ramsey pricing.   However, in practice there is no actual evidence that the 

                                                      
13

 Whilst LLU operators such as TalkTalk and Sky will face the high wholesale price of 1G and 10G 
circuits, for its own broadband business BT will only face the incremental cost. 
14

 For example, BT may have chosen a steep price gradient in the past and stuck with it in the future.   
It also seems that BT is ‘institutionally addicted’ to setting high / premium prices for services they 
perceive as high value.  Some examples of ‘premium pricing’ include: they price IPStream/WBC 
backhaul (sometimes referred to as ‘bandwidth charges’) at far above its cost (and as a corollary 
setting lower access prices); similarly higher care levels (e.g. quicker repair) are priced 5-10 times their 
incremental costs; BT used to price WLR used for business higher than WLR used for consumers and 
the price difference was far higher than the incremental cost difference.  It is not quite clear why BT 
price in this way.  It may be their heritage (where calls were priced excessively with relatively low line 
rental).  Alternatively, it may be their ‘lazy’ culture that wants to discourage use of more 
complex/innovative products and services and ‘throttle’ resource use.  Another explanation may be 
that they are slow to reduce prices in response to (electronics) cost reductions and given the 
electronics costs of high bandwidth fall the fastest this sluggishness would result in a steep price 
gradient. 
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specific price gradient is anywhere close to being efficient; the assumption that is 
required – 10M circuits have 25 times the price elasticity of 10G circuits – is wholly 
unsubstantiated and moreover utterly implausible; and, there is no evidence that 
Openreach actually priced with this in mind.  Conversely there are several other 
reasons as to why Openreach would have adopted a steep price gradient to increase 
its profits but which would reduce welfare and efficiency.   Therefore we think that 
Ofcom is wrong to conclude that Openreach’s pricing gradient is efficient. 

2.27 We also do not think it is as a matter of principle appropriate for Ofcom to presume 
(as it has) that BT is right (in respect of what the efficient pricing structure is) unless 
BT is proven wrong.  This effectively places the burden of proof on other 
stakeholders to prove that BT’s pricing is inefficient – even where such pricing is a 
priori so unlikely to be efficient – rather than requiring BT to prove that its prices are 
efficient.  This effectively gifts BT the regulators margin of discretion to BT.  Ofcom 
had previously adopted the same approach with cost allocations in the RFS whereby 
it assumed that the allocations BT used were appropriate unless proven wrong.  
However, Ofcom will in future15 take more control of the allocations and take away 
BT’s discretion since it recognises that BT will abuse any flexibility and discretion it 
has for its own self-serving interests. 

2.28 Therefore, in respect of the issues of dark fibre pricing, active price rebalancing and 
common cost recovery our views are: 

 If dark fibre remedies are introduced dark fibre should be priced uniformly 
irrespective of downstream use 

 This is likely to result in Openreach choosing to rebalance its active prices so 
that it, and BT Business, remain competitive and so that it recovers its 
efficient common costs 

 The revised pattern of prices and common cost recovery is unlikely to be less 
efficient than the current steep pricing gradient.  In all probability the revised 
prices / common cost recovery will be more efficient since: 

 The current pattern would only be efficient if 10Mbps products were 25 
times more price elastic as 10Gbps products which is highly implausible 
and anyway there is no evidence to suggest it is anywhere close to being 
true 

 There are many reasons as to why Openreach may have adopted a steep 
gradient (e.g. to allow higher MISBO prices, to game the charge control 
to gain extra profit, to price anti-competitively) which would reduce 
welfare and thus a flat gradient would improve welfare 

2.2.2 Demand 

2.29 The introduction of dark fibre and the consequent flattening of the bandwidth 
gradient (with higher prices for low bandwidths and lower prices for high 

                                                      
15

 For example, Regulatory Financial Reporting Final Statement May 2014 §1.11, §2.91 
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bandwidths) is likely to lead to changes in demand.  There will be a number of 
effects: 

 Some users of low bandwidth may not purchase an active product due to 
higher prices (e.g. fibre based Ethernet) though they may choose other 
broadband products such as EFM, superfast broadband (FTTC/VDSL) or 
standard broadband (ADSL2+) 

 There will be new users of active products at high bandwidths (who will now 
buy connectivity for the first time) 

 Some existing low bandwidth users will upgrade to a higher bandwidth since 
the upgrade cost will be much lower16 

 More generally, users will chose the ‘right’ bandwidth since the pricing of 
different bandwidths will reflect incremental costs and so the choice of 
bandwidth will be efficient.  In effect the different bandwidths are substitutes 
/ in competition and consumers will make the efficient choice as between 
different bandwidths if the price differences reflect the incremental costs 
differences17.  This is the same principle that led to Ofcom setting the price 
difference between MPF and WLR/SMPF to equal the incremental cost 
difference to encourage efficient customer behaviour.  

2.30 The aggregate effect on demand and welfare is unclear.  The level of capacity 
provided to customers (in Mbps) will certainly be higher though the number of users 
might be slightly reduced or slightly increased.18 

2.31 We have modelled the impact on demand and welfare of different pricing gradients.  
This shows that flat common cost recovery19 is likely to increase efficiency and 
welfare compared to the current prices (by reducing deadweight losses).  For 
example, even conservatively assuming that low bandwidth products have three 
times the elasticity of high bandwidth products20 then a flat common cost recovery 
would be more efficient (i.e. have a lower deadweight loss).  We can provide Ofcom 
the model used to complete these calculations. 

2.32 Further, it could be argued that Openreach’s pricing structure is a barrier to efficient 
expansion and that the introduction of dark fibre and the consequential flattening of 

                                                      
16

 For example, using the FY13 wholesale prices a 1G customer whose wholesale price is  prior to 
rebalancing £4,908 may decide to upgrade to 10G costing £3,068) rather than stay on 1G (costing 
£2.583) 
17

 This will also reflect the price differences if the prices were set at the ‘first best’ level where prices 
equaled incremental costs (and there was no common cost recovery).  Price differences would equal 
incremental cost differences if all the products had the same absolute common cost mark-up.  See for 
example FAMR/LLU draft Statement May 2014 vol 2 §3.70 regarding price differences for MPF and 
WLR/SMPF 
18

 The exact demand reaction will depend on the price elasticities.  If a flat price gradient is closer to 
the optimal Ramsey price than the current pricing approach then the flat pricing profile will increase 
welfare and efficiency 
19

 i.e. the same absolute common cost recovery in Ethernet products (as in the table above) 
20

 The elasticities are ‘measured’ if prices are equal to incremental costs.  Effectively they are a ‘chord’ 
elasticity over the range between the current prices and incremental costs 
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prices will support the Government’s policy of driving uptake of higher speed 
broadband services (i.e. the digital Britain agenda). 

2.2.3 Innovation 

2.33 Innovation is simply providing different services (due to differences in product, 
technology, process, quality and/or price structure) to those currently provided 
thereby offering customers more choice.  This allows customers to choose from a 
more differentiated range of offerings and select the one that they most value.  
Innovation can deliver very substantial welfare gains not only through increasing the 
value customers enjoy from services but also because it can open up new and 
untapped markets for instance by providing services to customers who would not 
have otherwise purchased a service.  

2.34 Currently, the absence of a dark fibre remedy means that Openreach dictates any 
innovation (or lack of it) in the electronic layer of active products.  For instance 
Openreach decide on the technology, vendor, configuration (e.g. latency, QoS), 
provisioning approach, monitoring/testing processes and fault repair approach.  This 
means that CPs are effectively beholden to how Openreach choose to design and 
provide the product (though in theory they can attempt to influence what 
Openreach do).   

2.35 With dark fibre CPs can choose themselves how to design/provide/configure the 
electronics layer which could allow CPs to innovate in many ways: [] 

2.36 It is important to recognise that innovation is not just in headline technologies (such 
as SyncE and high density handover) but in a host of other areas that affect the 
product and service customers enjoy.   

2.37 Though CPs could request Openreach to innovate the active products themselves (as 
can happen now by CPs submitting ‘Statements of Requirements’) this approach to 
innovation will be inferior to allowing CPs to innovate themselves (i.e. self-
innovation): 

 Allowing self-innovation will create stronger incentives to innovate and so 
result in more innovation.  Currently, due to equivalence all new Openreach 
developments are made available to all CPs simultaneously.  This weakens 
the incentive for CPs to request innovations since CPs will not be able to gain 
any first mover advantage21 through innovation and will not be able to 
differentiate themselves from competitors.  This is particularly important 
since given the fixed cost of innovation it is only by gaining a competitive 
advantage (through a first mover advantage) that investment in innovation is 
viable  

 In the absence of dark fibre, Openreach faces weak competitive pressure and 
so has limited motivation to innovate since to a large extent they ‘will get the 

                                                      
21

 The first mover advantage can either come through gaining a timing advantage over competitors or 
a more permanent advantage if the innovation can be protected through (for instance) a patent 
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business anyway’ whether they innovate or not.  Dark fibre and the ability to 
self-innovate will place pressure on all CPs (including Openreach) to innovate 
in order to win and retain customers  

 Relying on Openreach will incur coordination and transaction costs which 
would not be incurred with self-innovation.  As a consequence, more minor 
innovations will simply not be requested from Openreach due to the high 
cost and aggravation of going through process of convincing Openreach to 
develop an innovation.  Conversely, with dark fibre innovations can be done 
wholly internally allowing such more minor innovations to be possible.   

 Openreach may reject or modify valuable innovations22 for reasons that are 
against consumers’ interests: 

 Openreach only progresses innovation/development requests where 
there is a positive business case for Openreach.  Thus it may reject some 
requests where there is an overall net consumer welfare gain (but not a 
benefit for Openreach) 

 It may reject innovations that do not fit the way Openreach currently 
operate.  For instance, Openreach may prefer to provide provision/repair 
of electronic equipment in a way that fit its current workforce 
capabilities and structure whereas another CP may to choose to do it in a 
different way e.g. with faster response, on site engineers. 

 Openreach may reject innovations since they may render obsolete (or 
strand) its existing sunk assets 

 Openreach will reject innovations if they are not consistent with their 
own systems’ capabilities 

 Openreach may reject innovations that are not supported or preferred by 
their existing vendors/suppliers 

 Openreach is inherently a cautious and risk averse organisation meaning 
they will reject or delay suitable innovations 

 Openreach may reject innovations since it is simply culturally resistant to 
change or lazy (monopolists can be ‘lazy’ in this respect since they are 
guaranteed a profit whether or not they innovate) 

 Openreach may be capacity constrained and lack the resources to make 
the necessary development 

 Even if Openreach does agree to develop a particular innovation then its 
development will be much slower than self-innovation – this is due to the 
need to, for example: compromises between multiple CPs with differing 
needs; negotiate the development with Openreach; get the project onto 
Openreach’s product development roadmap; and implement the 
development all of which rely on Openreach’s often glacial speed and 

                                                      
22

 Though a CP can dispute a rejection this is only worthwhile for the largest innovations and even if 
Ofcom find against Openreach it will have added many months/years to an already extended 
timetable 
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tortuously slow governance processes.  The lengthy development of EST 
illustrates BTOR’s un-responsiveness to customer demand.  Further, products 
that are developed tend to be framed in a restrictive manner which 
preserves control to BTOR. 

 Innovations that are agreed tend to be compromises between different CPs 
(and so are a ‘one size fits all’) 

2.38 Of course while the ability to deploy their own electronics allows CPs to innovate 
themselves and so lead to greater innovation, the added competitive pressure will 
also lead to Openreach innovating more quickly in order to retain customers for its 
active products.   

2.39 In summary, dark fibre could unleash a wide range of innovation – not just ‘big 
ticket’ technology changes (such as SyncE) but a plethora of process, product, quality 
and pricing innovations that together could vastly improve customers’ welfare.  By 
way of analogy, it is inconceivable that broadband would today be as innovation rich 
as it if we had relied on the monopoly BT to provide innovation. 

2.2.4 Productive efficiency 

2.40 Productive efficiency concerns whether (if dark fibre is introduced) the total cost of 
provision decreases or increases (across the whole industry).  There are several 
factors that can affect this: 

 Duplication – whether certain fixed or sunk costs will be duplicated as a 
result of entry 

 Inefficient entry – whether operators with higher incremental cost levels will 
provide services (as a result of BT’s price structures) 

 Cost minimisation – whether, aside from duplication, costs decrease due to 
more efficient operators entering the market and/or Openreach lowering its 
costs 

 Scale economies – whether volumes will increase resulting in scale 
economies 

 Scope economies – whether costs will be reduced due to being able to gain 
efficiencies from a firm offering multiple products 

2.41 We discuss each of these below. 

2.42 Ofcom argues that introducing dark fibre will lead to more duplication23.  We 
consider that the introduction of dark fibre is likely to result in less duplication rather 

                                                      
23

 Ofcom confusingly refers to as the ‘cost of competition’ §8.77 
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than more.  The reduced duplications at the duct/fibre layer will more than outweigh 
the additional duplication at the electronics layer.  We explain below24. 

2.43 The first point is that competitive entry will not occur where the level of duplication 
of fixed costs is significant – this is because a CP will only enter if their costs of 
provision of the electronics is less than Openreach’s.  Given their lower scale 
economies competitors will only enter where they are able to deliver other cost 
efficiencies that offset the lower scale economies. 

2.44 Second, the introduction of dark fibre will (compared to a counterfactual of no dark 
fibre) result in two changes in market structure: 

 CPs who would otherwise have used active products will use dark fibre 

 CPs who would otherwise have built their own duct/fibre infrastructure will 
use dark fibre 

2.45 The first change will result in more duplication at the electronics layer.  The second 
change will result in less duplication of duct/fibre.  The net effect is difficult to 
calculate precisely.  However, we can get a feel for the likely magnitudes given that 
about 90% of the common / fixed cost of active products (which is susceptible to 
duplication) is in the duct/fibre layer25.  Therefore, the reduced duplication in the 
duct/fibre layer due to less self-build is potentially much greater than the increased 
duplication of electronics.  Of course the net change in duplication will depend on 
the various mix of business models and how this changes. 

2.46 In the 2013 BCMR Ofcom highlighted that introducing passive remedies could 
encourage inefficient competitive investment if the margin between the passive and 
active product was greater than BT’s costs (i.e. an ‘arbitrage’ due to an ‘artificial’ 
price difference) and as a consequence the total costs could rise (see §8.83 and 
footnote 1025).  Ofcom said: 

the charges could give excessive incentives to use passive access because CPs could find 
that the sum of the charge for passive access and the costs of their equipment were lower 
than the charge for BT’s equivalent wholesale service even where using passive access 
increases total costs, which would be inefficient 

2.47 A linked consequence of this would be that BT would not recover its common costs. 

2.48 We consider that such arbitrage is a highly unlikely outcome and would only occur if 
Openreach chose not to adjust/rebalance its active prices to reflect the dark fibre 
prices and competition.  It is Openreach’s commercial / profit maximising interests to 
rebalance its active prices and there is no regulatory (to other) barrier to 
rebalancing.  Therefore, there is no reason to consider that arbitrage and inefficient 
entry would happen.  

                                                      
24

 In the BCMR 2013 (§8.78) Ofcom pointed to the example of the cost of duplication resulting form 
multiple FTTC/VDSL networks.  This is a poor and ultimately almost irrelevant comparison since much 
of the cost of constructing an FTTC/VDSL networks is fixed (e.g. cabinets, fibre to the cabinet etc)  
25

 This is based on the same analysis of RFS13 described above in footnote 4 
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2.49 In terms of cost minimisation introducing dark fibre will unequivocally reduce costs 
(provided Openreach rebalances prices which avoids arbitrage).  Firstly, the only 
operators that will enter the market will be those whose costs are lower than BT 
(else they will not be able to earn a return on investment).  Secondly, the presence 
of increased competition will put pressure on Openreach to reduce its costs in order 
to be able to reduce prices and compete more effectively.   

2.50 Regarding scale economies there are two effects on volumes.   

 Price rebalancing will alter demand and volume (as discussed above in 
section 2.2.2) – the net effect on volume and therefore scale economies is 
unclear 

 The introduction of competition, innovation and lower prices will increase 
demand and volume.   

2.51 Therefore there are likely to be cost reductions due to scale economies as a result of 
introducing dark fibre. 

2.52 Currently duct and pole access is permitted to provide VULA (i.e. WLA) and WBA 
services but not BCM products.   If duct and pole access were permitted for BCM 
then it would allow (at least in theory) economies of scope between these two 
applications in the same way that BT is able to achieve scope economies from its use 
of duct/poles – for instance, it can and does use the same duct/poles to carry fibre 
for VULA and BCM.  The magnitude of the benefit will depend on the uptake of 
duct/pole access for each of VULA and BCM and the overlap in term of which 
ducts/pole are used.  It is worth noting that it does not need to be the same 
operators providing services in the VULA and BCM markets for scope economies to 
be achieved since a merchant market could operate whereby, for instance, one 
operator could use duct sharing to deploy fibre that it uses for BCM products and 
then provide (say) dark fibre to another operator which uses it to provide VULA 
products.  The economies of scope for dark fibre are likely to be small. 

2.53 In summary, introducing dark fibre will improve productive efficiency – it will: 

 Reduce net duplication of costs 

 Unlikely to encourage inefficient entry (since Openreach will rebalance 
prices) 

 Minimise costs due to the effect of new entry and competition 

 Likely lead to a small increase in scale economies 

 Possibly generate a small increase in scope economies (principally from 
duct/pole sharing) 

2.2.5 Disruption 

2.54 Introducing dark fibre will result in the rebalancing of active prices – the price of high 
bandwidth prices will fall (relatively) and the price of lower bandwidth products will 
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rise (relatively)26.  It is legitimate to ask whether these changes in prices (particularly 
any price rises) are likely to be disruptive and cause harm to Openreach and CPs (as 
noted at BCMR13 §8.85).  We explain our view below. 

2.55 With regard to Openreach we do not think there will be any meaningful disruption.  
Overall, due to the nature of the charge control, Openreach will be able to recover 
its costs (including common costs).  Furthermore, it is not Ofcom’s role to protect 
Openreach’s existing pattern of cost recovery (only to ensure that Openreach has 
the opportunity to recover its efficiently incurred aggregate costs). 

2.56 In respect of CPs (who use active products), the picture on disruption is less clear 
since they might see some unanticipated price rises that will reduce profits.  
However, we think that the net impact will be very limited: 

 Though prices of low bandwidth products would need to rise (relative to high 
bandwidth) there may be no need for an absolute price rise for a number of 
reasons: 

 BT’s prices are substantially above cost already (e.g. from the RFS 12/13 
prices would need to fall by 34% in order that prices meet FAC) 

 Costs are falling by 5% to 10% each year due to reducing equipment 
costs, efficiency and higher volume resulting in scale economies 

 The rebalancing may occur over a number of years 

 CPs will in some cases be able to pass on the price rises in their contracts 
with customers either during the term of a contract or certainly when a 
contract renews (which is typically every 3 to 5 years) 

 These same CPs affected by increased low bandwidth prices will enjoy 
reduced high bandwidth prices  

2.57 It is worth noting that rebalancing has been done in other markets e.g. calls versus 
access, business vs residential line rental, high bandwidth wholesale broadband.  We 
are not aware of any material disruption that resulted from such rebalancings. 

2.2.6 Impact on perceived risk and future investment 

2.58 Ofcom said in the 2013 BCMR that passive remedies may undermine existing 
investments (§8.93): 

Imposing passive remedies could undermine the significant investments which some CPs 
have already made in physical infrastructure, and may discourage further expansion of 
such alternative network infrastructure 

2.59 From an economic perspective the ‘undermining’ of existing investments (i.e. 
stranding them) does not harm welfare per se.  The harm comes via an indirect route 
since if Ofcom changes regulation which strands sunk investments it might 
discourage further investments (in civils or elsewhere) due to a lack of confidence 

                                                      
26

 there may also be changes in geographic prices 
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that such future investments may also be stranded by a change in regulation.  We 
think that introducing dark fibre is unlikely to materially discourage future 
investment for several reasons: 

 The impact is likely to be small and so unlikely to be large enough to be 
sufficient to undermine confidence in the regulatory regime.  Ofcom used 
exactly this argument in the recent LLU charge control to dismiss the impact 
on regulatory certainty of a dramatic change in the MPF versus WLR+SMPF 
price difference: “we do not consider there is evidence that the scale of the 
potential impact on past investments related to MPF is sufficiently large to 
undermine the stability and predictability of the regulatory regime.” 27  Ofcom 
should conduct a similar analysis in this case.  We believe (as we explain 
below) the actual level of stranded assets will be small 

 A change in the regulation to introduce dark fibre has been a clear possibility 
for many years and so would have been factored into investment plans 

 It has always been within Ofcom’s powers to introduce such remedies 
(provided they were objectively justified).  Indeed a recent EC Directive 
will mean that infrastructure sharing is required 

 Ofcom has never indicated that it would not introduce such remedies 

 Passive inputs have been introduced in other markets e.g. duct/pole 
access in WLA in UK, dark fibre in several other European countries  

2.60 Therefore, BT in particular would have been aware for five to ten years that 
introducing dark fibre would have been a possibility.  There will be very minimal sunk 
assets in the electronics layer that have been deployed in this period that could be 
stranded as a result of introducing dark fibre in 2016.  Further, we understand that 
most of the competitor operators who have existing infrastructure support the 
introduction of passive remedies 

2.2.7 Business model flexibility 

2.61 Dark fibre (and other passive remedies) would allow CPs a greater choice of business 
model to provide services to customers.  This will allow them to deploy the most 
appropriate business model (e.g. self-build, duct access, dark fibre, active) for the 
particular market and customer circumstances.  For instance, they can choose the 
most cost effective approach depending on, for example, services demanded, need 
for innovation and customer density.  This is very similar to the way that CPs 
providing broadband services select different solutions for different areas e.g. self-
build, LLU, wholesale broadband.  The flexibility that different models allows delivers 
significant consumer benefits. 

2.62 Such an approach can be adapted over time as customer needs, cost structures and 
customer densities change.   Over time it is likely that CPs will migrate up the ladder 
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 See FAMR LLU and WLR Charge Controls Vol 2 May 2014 §6.69.  Quote form §6.75(d) 
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of investment28 (i.e. active to dark fibre to duct to self-build) and it could be that in 
the longer run introducing dark fibre may result in greater self-build and competition 
at the duct/fibre level (if that is advantageous).  An example of this is TalkTalk’s 
nascent self-build of FTTH in York (with Sky and City Fibre Holdings).  This could 
never happen without the ability to build up a customer base that LLU allowed (since 
a scale customer base is necessary to make self-build viable).  So whilst in the short 
run dark fibre may reduce self-build (i.e. infrastructure competition), in the long run 
it can stimulate it (question 14). 

2.2.8 Reduces risk of anti-competitive pricing 

2.63 Introducing dark fibre (at a flat price) will reduce risk of various forms of anti-
competitive pricing and gaming which harms consumers such as: 

 Raising >1Gbps single-service Ethernet prices in order to reduce any price 
constraint on other MISBO services (e.g. OSA) whose price is not regulated 

 margin squeeze (between active wholesale products and retail)29.   

 Focussing price rises on externally purchased active products thereby 
effectively over-charging CPs – see §2.23 above for explanation.  The current 
Ethernet charge control does not prevent this type of behaviour – see §4.6 
above 

 Focussing price reductions on more competitive areas (such as low 
bandwidth where the products are homogeneous) 

 Focussing price rises on growing products (to outperform the price cap) 
which exploits the prior year weighting used in the charge control (see §2.23 
above) 

2.2.9 Geographic issues 

2.64 Ofcom has raised the question of where geographically passive remedies are likely to 
be used (questions 14 and 19).  TalkTalk’s use of dark fibre (if it is made available) is 
likely to be geographically widespread reflecting our existing backhaul and business 
leased line footprint (and will be even more widespread if Openreach rebalance 
Ethernet prices making dark fibre attractive for low bandwidth customers).  Use of 
dark fibre does not have high scale economies and therefore, its viability is not 
dependent on high density of use.  We imagine that use of other passive remedies 
such as duct/pole access may be more concentrated in areas of higher demand since 
(depending on how these products are priced) they may have high scale economies. 

                                                      
28

 the possibility of different investment points is often referred to as the ‘ladder of investment’ with 
different rungs 
29

 Currently, the wholesale prices that CPs face (for active products) are far higher than the marginal 
cost.  This can lead to potential margin squeezes since BT faces the marginal cost (not the wholesale 
charge).  Thus dark fibre can reduce the potential for margin squeeze on high bandwidth products 
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2.65 A related issue is whether introducing dark fibre would lead to BT’s active prices 
become more geographically differentiated – for instance, prices reducing in areas 
where dark fibre is used and rising elsewhere.  Given that dark fibre use is likely to be 
fairly even it is not likely to cause additional geographic price differentiation.  In any 
case, we do not think that differentiated prices are bad per se.  Indeed provided the 
prices reflect costs they are likely to be more efficient.  It is notable that competitive 
entry has caused geographically differentiated prices in many other markets 
including telecoms markets – for instance: 

 Today the prices in WECLA and outside WECLA differ (and the price inside 
WECLA may also be differentiated) 

 BT’s WBA prices are also differentiated as a result of competition 

2.66 Ofcom has not raised this as a concern before.  It is unclear as to why it would be a 
particular concern in business connectivity markets particularly since these are 
business customers where there are not distributional considerations regarding, for 
instance, vulnerable customers. 

2.2.10 Administrative effort 

2.67 Ofcom highlight the administrative effort required to introduce and regulate passive 
remedies.   However, we do not envisage that, at this juncture, significant effort will 
be required to introduce dark fibre.  We consider that the key steps that are required 
to introduce a dark fibre remedy are: 

 Development of a product specification.  Though a dark fibre product does 
not exist it can, we believe, be based on mirroring the duct/fibre components 
of the active product in terms of availability checking, route restrictions, 
ordering, planning, provisioning/fault repair processes, SLA/SLGs, payment 
terms, ECCs (the only difference will be that the fibre will not have 
electronics on the end).  The only genuinely new/different elements would 
be: 

 a slight change in the way monitoring is done and a management 
interface to CPs to support reporting and repair of fibre breaks 

 specified optical performance standards and SLAs. 

 Similarly the regulatory obligations can reflect those for AISBO products (e.g. 
requirement to provide access on fair and reasonable terms, obligation not 
to discriminate unduly, accounting separation and cost accounting 
obligations) though not include an EOI requirement 

 Pricing can be straightforwardly derived (by Ofcom or BT30) from active 
pricing whereby the price per fibre is the average cost of duct/fibre implicit in 
BCM active AISBO products today31.   The (FAC) cost of duct/fibre is clear 
from the RFS.  There is no reason not to use this cost data (whether BT set 
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 One option is that Ofcom set a charge control or alternatively BT could be allowed to set its own 
prices subject to a cost orientation or ‘fair and reasonable’ obligation that is suitably specified 
31

 There may be geographically de-averaged dark fibre pricing  
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the prices or Ofcom).  The pricing structure would mirror that for Ethernet 
e.g. per circuit charges, per km charges, ECC, connection, rental, term 
discounts 

2.68 We do not consider that it is necessary in this market review for Ofcom to provide 
the same level of regulatory support that it provided for LLU (e.g. equivalence, 
functional separation, price floor on IPStream prices, adjustment to MPF versus 
WLR/SMPF price difference).  

2.69 In the 2013 BCMR (§8.43), Ofcom highlighted the possible need for other regulatory 
changes such as altering/relaxing the charge control, imposing an EOI requirement or 
changing the Openreach boundary.  We discuss these below. 

2.70 With regard to changes to the active product change controls we think that there will 
be little additional effort required as a result of introducing dark fibre.   

 It would be premature to relax the charge control at this point (e.g. allowing 
higher prices to encourage competition or setting price floors).  This might be 
appropriate at some future date though it can be considered at that point in 
time32.  It need not be assessed now and the benefits and costs of it should 
not be considered in the assessment of whether to introduce dark fibre 
today. 

 In terms of calculating the X there will be small changes to the volume 
assumptions.  The forecast volume of duct/fibre will be similar (arguably 
there may be a small increase in volumes – see section 2.2.2 above).  There 
will be a reduction in Openreach’s electronics volumes – this will lead to an 
increase in the unit costs but it will be small since most of the cost is variable. 

 In addition Ofcom may need to modify the sub-caps to allow rebalancing. 

2.71 With regard to EOI and boundary change these would only become appropriate if 
there was a high take up of dark fibre.  It is premature to consider these now.  If dark 
fibre had high uptake (absent EOI and boundary change) then this would be a mark 
of success for dark fibre (i.e. it would be a ‘nice problem to have’).  In any case, the 
question of EOI and boundary change would be a question to judge at that point in 
time – it would be logically wrong to consider the impact of EOI and boundary 
change today unless Ofcom simultaneously assumes that there will be high uptake of 
dark fibre (and recognises the benefits that it will deliver). 

2.72 The discussion above relates to dark fibre.  The situation for duct access and pole 
access is different.  The duct and pole access products already exist (though they are 
not fit for purpose) though some reconsideration of pricing of duct/pole access and 
Ethernet may be appropriate.   

2.73 It is worth noting that in time, introducing dark fibre may lead to a reduction in 
regulation of Ethernet (and so less administrative burden) since as a result of the 
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 the risk of margin squeeze can be addressed through price floors though it can also be addressed 
(via a dispute) through the obligation to provide access on fair and reasonable terms 
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dark-fibre based competition Openreach will become more (but not fully) responsive 
to market forces. 

 

2.2.11 Summary on impact of introducing dark fibre 

2.74 In summary we consider that the economic case for introducing dark fibre is clear 
and compelling: 

 It will allow significant innovation (in technology, features, process, quality 
and pricing) and dynamic efficiency gains through exposing more of the value 
chain to competition.  Relying on Openreach for innovation (i.e. monopoly 
innovation) has not, can not and will not be able to match the innovation that 
will happen if competitive operators are able to innovate themselves 

 Dark fibre should be priced the same independent of downstream use.  This 
will result in BT rebalancing its active/Ethernet prices which will almost 
certainly increase efficiency and consumer welfare.  The current pricing 
structure would only be efficient if low bandwidth products’ prices elasticity 
was 25 times greater than high bandwidth – this is unsubstantiated and, 
moreover, implausible.    

 Dark fibre would increase demand for bandwidth and thus support the 
Government’s policy of driving uptake of higher speed broadband services 
(i.e. the digital Britain agenda) 

 Productive efficiency will improve as a result of reduced duplication and 
competition driving costs down.  Price rebalancing will avoid inefficient entry 
as a result of arbitrage 

 Any disruption (through rebalancing increasing prices for lower bandwidth 
products) will be minimal since rebalancing will be offset by price reductions 
to remove excess profit and reflect cost reductions  

 In practice, introducing dark fibre will have very limited effect on regulatory 
certainty since dark fibre has long been a possible remedy and the level of 
sunk investment that could hypothetically be stranded is limited 

 The administrative effort required to introduce dark fibre will be limited since 
it could mirror the Ethernet products.  There is no need at this point for 
stronger remedies such as equivalence, separation boundary change or 
Ethernet price floors and so Ofcom should ignore these factors in its 
assessment 

2.3 Approach to analysis 

2.75 Passive remedies are an important subject that warrant a transparent, robust and 
unbiased analysis.  We consider that the analysis carried out in the previous review 
was not ideal in this respect.  We are therefore encouraged by Ofcom’s approach in 
this review.  Below we describe a number of issues about the analytical approach 
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that are worth considering such as pitfalls to avoid and aspects of the analysis that 
need particular focus: 

 Ofcom needs to be clear that passive remedies are not an alternative to 
active remedies.  In BCMR 2013 Ofcom portrayed passive as an alternative to 
active remedies (see BCMR 2012 §§1.41-1.45, 8.5, 8.43).  Though in the COLT 
appeal Ofcom accepted that passive could co-exist it appears that the 
analysis in the review was not done on this basis.  Ofcom must be clear this 
time that passive are (certainly for period of this review) in addition to 
remedies applied to active products 

 We felt that the weighing up of the advantages and disadvantages of 
introducing passive remedies was not balanced.  For instance:  

 Ofcom seemed to assess the benefits on the basis of low uptake and the 
disadvantages on the basis of high uptake.  For instance, one of the 
major reasons for rejecting introducing passive remedies was a lack of 
(evidence of) demand yet simultaneously (BCMR 13 §8.132) Ofcom 
argued that there were ‘significant risks’ from introducing dark fibre such 
as significant duplication, inefficient entry etc (which would only be 
significant if there was high uptake).  Such a comparison is incoherent 

 The assessment was not ‘neutral’ in the sense that the comparison was 
sometimes inconsistent.  For example, Ofcom argued that there may be 
inefficient entry (BCMR13 §8.107) which would only occur if active prices 
did not rebalance.  Yet Ofcom simultaneously also highlighted the 
disadvantages of changes in common cost recovery which would only 
happen if prices did rebalance.  Again such an analytical approach is 
incoherent 

 This problem can be overcome by Ofcom defining one or more 
‘scenarios’ for what may happen (in terms of, for example, price 
rebalancing, uptake etc) and assessing the benefits/disadvantage of each 
scenario separately 

 In BCMR 2013 (§§8.46-8.49), Ofcom seemed to consider that if active 
remedies were withdrawn due to the success of dark fibre then this would be 
a ‘bad thing’.  If our view active remedies are no longer required (on an 
objectively justifiable basis) then that is an indication of the success of dark 
fibre as a remedy (and thus a good thing) 

2.76 In terms of the analysis we consider that it would also be useful for Ofcom to 
quantify (even approximately) impacts where possible – for instance: the potential 
welfare gains / losses (e.g. deadweight losses) from a particular pricing structure so 
their impact and magnitude can be assessed; and, the level of potential stranded 
investment. 

2.77 In addition, it is vital that Ofcom assesses the case for dark fibre separately from 
duct/pole access since they are very different propositions, with very different 
impacts and need not be introduced together. 
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2.78 Furthermore, we are pleased that Ofcom is beginning its consideration of passive 
remedies early in the consultation process.  In the previous BCMR it seemed to 
become almost impossible to introduce passive remedies since Ofcom did not have 
enough time to fully work through and consult on the implications of passive 
remedies33.  Hopefully, this approach this time will allow Ofcom to fully develop and 
articulate its position34.  It should also allow Ofcom to adopt a more open mind to 
the question of passive remedies and give enough time to work through the 
implications of passive remedies. 

2.79 We also note that in the run up to the previous BCMR statement Ofcom explained to 
TalkTalk that one of its reasons for not implementing passive remedies was that it 
needed to complete a cross market review of the impact of introducing passive 
remedies35.  Ofcom has not mentioned the need to conduct such a review in this call 
for inputs.  On this basis can stakeholders presume that Ofcom has concluded that 
such a review is not necessary? 

3 Effective price regulation of MISBO products 

3.1 TalkTalk considers that one of the most important tasks for Ofcom in BCMR16 will be 
to impose effective price regulation on MISBO products in regions where BT is found 
to have SMP. This will be particularly important if Ofcom does not introduce dark 
fibre. 

3.2 MISBO circuits are currently defined as those over 1Gbps, regardless of the 
technology used to provide the lines, and WDM products at any bandwidth.  TalkTalk 
considers that, over the course of the period to 2019, the market will increasingly 
switch away from TISBO, and lower bandwidth AISBO circuits, in favour of 1Gbps 
and, increasingly, 10Gbps circuits. 

3.3 10Gbps leased line products will (in the absence of the dark fibre remedies outlined 
in section 2 of this submission) be increasingly needed for LLU backhaul in particular, 
due to the rapid increases in bandwidth demand by residential and business 
customers. There are a range of reasons, reinforcing one another, for this shift: 

 the increased prevalence of streaming services, such as Netflix, in the 
content that customers are consuming; 

                                                      
33

 For instance, how BT’s active prices respond (e.g. rebalancing), economic impacts, whether/how 
the Ethernet charge control needs adjusting 
34

 in the previous consultation even Ofcom’s position in the Statement seems to subsequently change 
(for instance, in the statement it said that passive was an alternative to active remedies whereas in 
the appeal Ofcom accepted that they could co-exist 
35

 See TalkTalk paper titled Additional Comments on Business Connectivity Market Review and Leased 
Lines Charge Control §§3.46ff 
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 the gradual move of customers from copper-based to fibre-based products 
broadband (including in time FTTH), which leads to consumers considerably 
increasing their bandwidth demands.36 

 The increasing use of higher definition services (e.g. HD and 4K television 
services) and the increased size of webpages; 

 The increasing number of connected devices in a home and increasing 
simultaneous use of these devices. 

3.4 TalkTalk’s busy hour traffic is expected to rise from [] in early 2013 to [] in 
2017/18.  

3.5 At present, MISBO products in the non-WECLA area (where BT has SMP) are very 
lightly regulated.  Single-service Ethernet MISBO services are price regulated as part 
of the Ethernet charge control basket but other MISBO services such as OSA (which 
account for the majority of MISBO services37) are not price regulated at all.   Though 
there is some constraint on OSA services through the price regulation of 10Gbps 
Ethernet it is not sufficient to prevent excessive pricing of OSA services.  This is 
because the Ethernet charge control basket allows Openreach to set very high prices 
for 10Gbps Ethernet services – for example, 10Gbps services are priced over £10,000 
per annum more than 1Gbps services based on Openreach current prices, even 
though the annualised cost difference is probably around £500 (see Figure 1 above). 
Ofcom noted in the BCMR13 that BT’s returns in MISBO were very high:38 

The [profitability] figures implied returns which are above the level that we would 
expect to find if BT were effectively constrained by competition in the market... 
even the lowest estimate of the ROCE that BT produced was well above the cost of 
capital. 

3.6 Thus we do not consider that there is any meaningful restraint on excessive prices of 
OSA services.  

3.7 WDM-based products (such as OSA) will increasingly be needed in order to supply 
backhaul for larger exchanges, and at present these products are not price 
regulated.39 We believe that the rapid evolution outlined as Ofcom’s reason for not 
regulating WDM services in BCMR13 will have slowed by the start of the next charge 
control period in 2016, and that by the end of the charge control period, in 2019, 
WDM will be a relatively mature technology which should clearly be subject to 
strong price regulation if BT holds SMP.  

3.8 In TalkTalk’s view, there is hence a compelling need for Ofcom to regulate OSA 
products strongly (if BT is found to have SMP) in order to bring prices close to a 
competitive level. We believe that an appropriate way for Ofcom to achieve this 

                                                      
36

 For example, at the start of 2013, TalkTalk’s standard broadband customers used [] peak, while 
TalkTalk’s fibre broadband providers used [] peak. Although the gap in bandwidth consumption 
may have diminished, we consider that it will remain substantial. 
37

 See BCMR13 §13.32 
38

 BCMR13, at §7.457 
39

 BCMR13, at §1.59 
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would be to set a separate charge control for MISBO products in the same way that 
there is a separate control for TISBO and AISBO. 

3.9 An alternative manner in which OSA products could be regulated40 would be through 
including these products within the same charge control basket as for Ethernet 
products (i.e. in effect a single charge control basket covering AISBO and MISBO 
products).  This would be though inferior approach in our view since (a) it would 
allow BT significant price flexibility that would allow it to price anti-competitively and 
against consumers’ interests and (b) it is more appropriate to regulate the prices of 
products that are in different markets in separate baskets.  Such a basket would be 
very broad ranging, encompassing bandwidths from 10Mbps to 10Gbps, and 
technologies including Ethernet and WDM. We consider that the logic of separate 
baskets for MISBO products (distinct from AISBO products) is similar to having 
separate baskets for AISBO and TISBO products. 

3.10 In summary, we consider it appropriate that if any firm is found to hold SMP, that 
firm should be subject to price cap regulation of its MISBO products, including WDM, 
from the start of the next charge control in 2016. We believe that this price 
regulation should be by means of a separate MISBO basket being established, which 
would contain within it all services with a bandwidth in excess of 1Gbps, as well as all 
services based on WDM technology. 

4 Charge control 

4.1 In this section we discuss a number of issues about how the charge control is set and 
in particular: 

 how costs that are common as between regulated and non-regulated 
services should be recovered 

 addressing the current high level of profitability 

 what other pricing constraints are required for products in baskets 

 regulation of project management fees 

4.1 Group common cost allocation  

4.2 TalkTalk believes that Ofcom should revisit its current approach to the allocation of 
costs that are common between non-regulated and regulated products (including 
leased line products). The timing is propitious for such a reassessment, as it will 
occur in tandem with the ongoing review of the approach to the production of the 
Regulatory Financial Statements (‘RFS’). TalkTalk believes that in future BT should 
not recover any of these costs from regulated products. Adopting such an approach 
would remove the competitive distortions resulting from costs common between 

                                                      
40

 A third approach would be if OSA/WDM products were included in AISBO through the boundary of 
the AISBO market being moved from 1Gbps to 10Gbps.  In this case, we consider that OSA/WDM 
products should be price regulated in the same way as other AISBO products 
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monopolised and competitive products being recovered through regulated charges, 
would lower consumer prices, and reduce the need for subjective allocations in the 
RFS. It would not prevent BT from recovering these common costs.  It would also be 
consistent with Ofcom policy for other charges, such as termination rates and 
porting charges. 

4.3 We will provide a more complete explanation of our view and analysis in a 
subsequent submission. 

4.2 Excessive level of profits  

4.4 The RFS 2012/13 shows that the ROCE for AISBO products is 30.8%41. In order to 
provide BT with a normal rate of return prices would need to reduce by 34%.  We 
consider that given this extreme level of excess profit Ofcom should consider both 
how this arose and whether it could be appropriate to impose a P0 reduction in 
prices in addition to the normal glidepath.  BT has enjoyed excess profits across 
BCMR products for over 10 years now which has, as far as we are aware, not resulted 
in any offsetting benefits to consumers. 

4.3 Other pricing constraints 

4.5 Within the basic basket charge control, Openreach has the ability and incentive to 
anti-competitively price discriminate by, for instance, raising prices used on 
externally used products or raising prices more on growing products to ‘outperform’ 
the charge control (see §2.23). 

4.6 In the BCMR13 Ofcom did not impose (as it had done before) cost orientation 
obligations on BT’s prices and it argued that the charge control (with its light RPI-RPI 
sub-cap and sub-basket at RPI –11.5% on 1Gbps EAD) prevents this type of 
behaviour. It says: “We have designed the charge control we are imposing on BT 
specifically to allow it pricing flexibility whilst addressing the risk of anti-competitive 
pricing” (§8.86).  This is incorrect.  For example: 

 The sub-cap merely prevents prices rising in nominal terms (whilst average 
costs/prices are declining at 11.5%).  This cannot prevent (or address) 
relatively raising prices on products used more by external customers.  
Though it might be able to slightly constrain the rate at which prices could be 
relatively raised it cannot prevent it.  

 The sub-basket is also not effective since, for example, (a) it does not cover 
10Gbps, or EBD and (b) it does not prevent or address existing pricing 
discrimination on 1Gbps products.   Ofcom seem to accept the limited impact 
of sub-caps – for example FAMR/LLU draft Statement May 2014 vol 2 
§§4.288-4.290 

                                                      
41

 In 2013 revenue: £803, CCA operating costs £400m, return £403m, return / MCE 30.8%.  For the 
return to reach the allowed (rest of BT) WACC of 9.9% it would need to reduce to £130m i.e. a 
reduction in return of £273m which would be a 34% reduction in revenues. 
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4.7 In summary, it is therefore incorrect for Ofcom to claim that that the sub-cap / sub-
basket addresses discriminatory behaviour. 

4.8 There are a number of mechanisms that could be used to prevent more effectively 
anti-competitive pricing, such as narrower baskets or (tight) cost orientation 
obligations.  We consider that Ofcom should consider these.  The current regulatory 
approach allows BT a huge degree of flexibility which, though it might be used in a 
way that improves welfare, is much more likely to be used in a way that is anti-
competitive and harms welfare (such as a steep and inefficient price gradient). 

4.9 We consider that a simple and light touch reporting obligation would be helpful in 
indicating if prices are anti-competitive. This would not be an additional hard 
constraint on prices (and so cannot be claimed to be disproportionate or prevent 
legitimate pricing flexibility) but rather reporting requirements that will help reveal if 
BT is gaming the system to abuse the flexibility a basket affords it. We see three 
metrics that would be useful in identifying whether potentially anti-competitive 
behaviour is occurring: 

 the average change in prices of products used internally versus products sold 
externally; 

 the average basket price change based on the current year weighting by 
product revenue and average basket price change based on the current year 
weighting (the control is based on prior year weights); 

 the proportionate imputed mark-ups on different products. 

4.10 Reporting in this way would provide indications of whether BT is gaming the 
flexibility or not. This could provide evidence for tighter (or looser) constraints to be 
imposed in the next charge control. 

4.11 We note that in the LLU/WLR Charge Control draft statement (Vol 2 §4.378) Ofcom 
addressed these suggestions.  The first two it suggested could be picked up in the 
review of the RFS.  Ofcom considered the third suggestion (regarding showing mark-
ups) disproportionate since BT is not required to provide cost forecast data.  
Regarding the need for forecast cost data, Ofcom has misinterpreted TalkTalk’s 
suggestion – the mark-ups would be based on actual costs (not forecast costs).  
Further, we do not consider that providing (actual) cost data for products would be 
disproportionate 

 BT must have incremental cost data to be able to set its prices (it is 
inconceivable that BT does not know its incremental costs) 

 BT does have and publishes costs data for about 20 categories within the 
Ethernet basket since it publishes this in the RFS42 

 Products with little volume/revenue could be exempted from this 
requirement to publish imputed mark-ups 

                                                      
42

 This data is FAC and DLRIC but if this data is available then it would be simple to produce 
LRIC/incremental data 
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4.4 Project management charges 

4.12 TalkTalk believes that project management fees should be included within the scope 
of a charge control under the BCMR. In our assessment, Openreach holds SMP over 
project management services, as there are no alternative suppliers able to offer 
these services at present. Furthermore, Openreach has been successful in driving 
demand for project management through the inappropriately low quality of service 
which it offers on the basis of its standard charges. As such, Openreach has used its 
market power in the leased lines market to generate supernormal profits even for 
regulated products, by effectively forcing its customers to take an unregulated 
product with high margins at the same time. 

5 Quality of service for leased lines 

5.1 Effective regulation to ensure better quality of leased line products will be an 
important outcome from this review.  We consider that the approach should mirror 
that adopted in the Fixed Access Market Review (‘FAMR’) where minimum service 
standards are imposed on BT. Such quality regulation should particularly focus on 
the time taken to provision Ethernet products, which has been grossly excessive for 
an extended period of time.  

5.2 TalkTalk has provided Ofcom information on this and is happy to help further. 

6 Product development process 

6.1 In this section we discuss general problems with product development – we think 
that it is dysfunctional and not fit for purpose. We then discuss how the product 
development process could be significantly improved through some additional 
measured regulation.  

6.2 New product developments can be, and are, requested from Openreach. Requests 
have to be made using the ‘Statement of Requirements’ (SOR). Openreach considers 
these requests and either accepts or rejects them. If a request is a ‘reasonable’ 
request then BT is required to provide access ‘as soon as it is reasonably 
practicable’43. 

6.3 However, this process does not deliver timely product developments. Openreach 
can, and do, routinely reject developments that are in consumers’ interests but not 
in BT’s interests. In fact, Openreach has previously been clear that it decides to 

                                                      
43

 For example obligations in WLA: 
FAA1.1 Where a Third Party reasonably requests in writing Network Access, the Dominant Provider 
shall provide that Network Access. The Dominant Provider shall also provide such Network Access as 
Ofcom may from time to time direct. 
FAA1.2 The provision of Network Access in accordance with paragraph FAA1.1 above shall occur as 
soon as it is reasonably practicable and shall be provided on fair and reasonable terms, conditions and 
charges and on such terms, conditions and charges as Ofcom may from time to time direct 
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accept or reject SORs (solely) on the basis of what is best for Openreach / BT. 
Sometimes this accords with consumer’s interests but many times it does not. 

6.4 That there is a misalignment between Openreach’s interests and consumers’ 
interests in respect of product developments is not surprising given that BT holds 
SMP – the definition of market power is that the operator is able to act against the 
interests of consumers. Interests can be aligned when a product development 
reduces Openreach’s costs (and BT can retain some/all of the savings) or when the 
development will make the product more attractive. But interests are not aligned in 
many cases e.g. 

 when a development will expose more of the product (and BT’s operation) to 
competition (e.g. unbundling); 

 when a product development allows BT’s rival CPs to compete more 
effectively against BT’s downstream operations; or, 

 when a development reduces CPs’ costs allowing them to compete more 
effectively against BT’s downstream operations; or, 

 where the development allows CPs to reduce their costs. 

6.5 Requests that are in consumers’ interests may also be rejected for other ‘bad’ 
reasons such as: Openreach lack the available resource (or it is diverted elsewhere); 
Openreach is unreasonably resistant to change; Openreach is risk averse; Openreach 
is ‘lazy’; the changes will not easily fit Openreach’s existing working practices or 
systems. 

6.6 The reason that Openreach reject requests that are in consumers interests (but are 
against their interests) is that there is no or little incentive to accept such requests 
(and there is little leverage that CPs can apply to persuade Openreach to accept such 
requests). Though CPs can dispute a decision by Openreach to reject a product 
development request, this provides minimal incentive on BT to accept a request in 
the first place. This is because BT knows that the worst case outcome for it if it ‘loses’ 
the dispute is that it would have to develop the product going forward. Thus for 
Openreach there is no downside from non compliance but a large upside from non 
compliance44. 

6.7 Below we provide a number of ideas on how the product development process can 
be improved to better work in consumers’ interests. 

 Making it clear that Openreach should assess SORs on the basis of their 
benefit to consumers’ (rather than just the benefit to BT). 

 Making explicit the obligation on BT to diligently conduct a proper 
assessment of requests 

 Ensuring higher levels of transparency to enable the discussions around the 
SORs to be more effective and constructive. 

                                                      
44

 The incentive to comply could be increased if there was compensatory, restitutionary or punitive 
elements (see below) 
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 Ensuring Openreach make timely decisions. 

 Incentives on BT to ensure that BT complies. 

6.8 TalkTalk made similar suggestions to these in the FAMR.  In response Ofcom45 has 
proposed to ‘closely monitor’ the SOR process for 12 months subsequent to which it 
may initiate a review.  This feels as though Ofcom is ‘kicking the can down the road’.  
There is ample evidence today of the problems with the SOR process.  There is no 
reason we can see to delay a review.  Further, the monitoring may disclose little 
useful to Ofcom since CPs don’t use the SOR process since it has been so poor in the 
past.  In essence, Ofcom’s proposed delay allows BT yet more opportunity to 
discriminate and damage competition and consumers best interests – ‘delay is BT’s 
best friend’. 

6.1 Basis for assessing SORs 

6.9 BT is required to meet ‘reasonable requests’ (e.g. FAA1). We consider that the 
regulatory obligation should mean that it develops products that are in consumers’ 
interests (even if they are against Openreach’s/BT’s interests). If Openreach were 
only required to develop products that were in its own interests then there would be 
no need for a regulatory obligation – the purpose of the regulatory obligation must 
be to require BT to meet requests for products that it would not otherwise provide46. 
The concept of what is reasonable must be founded in Ofcom’s duties and in 
particular s3(1): 

It shall be the principal duty of OFCOM, in carrying out their functions ... to further the 
interests of consumers in relevant markets, where appropriate by promoting competition. 

6.10 Thus there is a disjoint between the basis on which Openreach actually makes its 
decisions (what is good for BT / Openreach) and the basis on which it should make  
its decisions (what is good for consumers/competition). 

6.11 Thus we see a need for clear guidance (possibly included in an SMP Condition) that 
Openreach should make decisions regarding product developments on the basis of 
consumers’ interests47. 

6.2 Obligation to conduct proper analysis 

6.12 We consider that Openreach can and does frustrate the product development 
process by not conducting a proper analysis of requests it receives that it does not 
consider are in its interests. A good example of this is single jumper MPF (SJ-MPF). 

6.13 TalkTalk first formally requested that Openreach develop a SJ-MPF product in 2010 – 
this was rejected. Following analysis of SJ-MPF in the 2011/2012 LLU Charge Control, 
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 FAMR/LLU draft Statement May 2014 vol 2 §10.118 
46

 In other words, the obligation is not to meet only requests that are in BT’s interests – it is also to 
meet requests that are not in BT’s interests but are reasonable since they are in consumers’ interests. 
47

 which will of course include, but not exclusively, the impact on Openreach 
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TalkTalk submitted another SOR in 2012 which was also rejected. As part of its 
assessment of the SOR Openreach developed a model to assess the costs savings. 
Openreach insisted that the outcome of its cost model was that there was no net 
cost saving resulting from SJ-MPF and so it would not develop the product. TalkTalk 
disputed Openreach’s decision. 

6.14 As part of its dispute investigation Ofcom reviewed Openreach’s model. Ofcom 
found, that Openreach’s model was error-strewn and not fit for purpose. This was 
even though: 

 Openreach had effectively had more than 2 years to develop the analysis and 
cost model 

 TalkTalk had developed and provided to Openreach a largely correct cost 
model that Openreach could have used to check its own model48 

 Openreach also refused to disclose any meaningful details of its model so 
that TalkTalk could comment on it. 

6.15 Clearly Openreach’s approach of not conducting a proper analysis can frustrate the 
progress of reasonable requests. Openreach have a clear incentive to not conduct 
proper analysis (whether through allocating unsuitable staff, negligence or making 
wilful errors) since by doing so it can frustrate developments which are not in its 
interests. 

6.16 Therefore, the obligation to meet reasonable requests should include an explicit 
obligation to conduct analysis properly and diligently, using suitably competent and 
empowered staff who are fully aware of BT’s regulatory obligations. 

6.3 Transparency 

6.17 Our experience of submitting SORs to Openreach is that rejections come with very 
little or no (cogent) explanation of the evidence that BT has relied on or its reasoning 
for reaching its decision. 

6.18 For instance, in relation to the SOR for SJ-MPF BT, Openreach’s initial response (after 
several months), was little more than a simple no. After much pressing they would 
divulge that their saw no benefit since there would be added costs, then after more 
pressing they explained what the cost types were but not the cost estimates or the 
assumptions they used. We then explained our view of the costs and provided 
estimates and Openreach simply replied they did not agree. In some areas when we 
refuted their reasoning they simply invented new un-evidenced reasons. We 
proposed an independent consultant (which we would pay for) who could review 
data BT considered confidential so that we could progress. BT refused. We have 
experienced similar unconstructive behaviour on many other SORs. 

6.19 There are several problems with Openreach’s unconstructive behaviour. 
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 TalkTalk’s model did not include very accurate unit cost assumptions since Openreach had refused 
to provide them. However, Openreach could obviously ‘correct’ TalkTalk’s model itself 
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 First the decision (and ultimately progress) is delayed. Obviously this is 
against consumers’ interests since these valuable product developments are 
delayed.  For some product developments, timely progress is even more 
important since the benefits that they bring (and therefore the business case) 
diminish with time 

 Second, it is impossible to identify and (hopefully) bottom out issues and 
progress areas of disagreement 

 Third, it is difficult to submit a clear dispute to Ofcom since it is impossible to 
articulate areas of disagreement 

6.20 Of course, such behaviour is in BT’s interests since it delays or avoids development of 
products that are not in their interests. 

6.21 Therefore we see a need for a clear obligation of transparency and candour on BT.  
Ofcom appears to have partly addressed this need in the FAMR49. 

6.4 Timeliness 

6.22 Another problem that product development decisions suffer from is slow decisions. 
This has a number of reasons. Some is undoubtedly ‘strategic’ whereby BT 
intentionally slow progress. Progress is also slowed by allocating staff to assess the 
SOR who are not suitably competent / experienced and/or do not have the ability to 
discuss and decide on issues. Often we find (not only in respect of product 
development but also in other areas) that the staff available to discuss issues do not 
have authority to make meaningful decisions, resulting in delay. 

6.5 Creating incentives for Openreach to act in consumers’ 
interests 

6.23 As we explain above where a product development is not in BT’s interests (but is in 
the interests of consumers’ / competition) BT has every incentive to delay and 
frustrate the product development process by: not conducting proper analysis; 
rejecting the SOR on unfounded basis; not being transparent; and, by general 
prevarication and delay. None of these behaviours are in consumers’ interests or 
compatible with Openreach’s regulatory obligations. 

6.24 Therefore, we think it would be very useful for Ofcom to set guidelines (or SMP 
Conditions) that require BT to behave in a better and constructive manner. Such 
guidelines should unambiguously set out: 

 The basis / framework on which BT should make decisions i.e. the impact on 
consumers 

 The obligation to conduct proper and diligent analysis (and take steps to 
ensure that the analysis is rigorous) 
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 FAMR/LLU draft Statement May 2014 vol 2 §10.111 
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 That BT must provide transparency of its evidence and reasoning that it uses 
to reach its decisions so that CPs can constructively critique what BT have 
done. In cases where it would be useful for confidential information to be 
disclosed BT should set up a confidentiality ring to allow independent 
consultants to see such data under cover of an NDA 

 The time periods over which BT must respond. Although these are set out in 
the SOR process there is too much latitude for BT to delay or reject SORs 
whilst appearing to adhere to the prescribed timelines. 

6.25 Though there are some SOR guidelines history shows that these are insufficient to 
make BT behave properly and meet reasonable requests – in essence, they lay out 
the administrative/bureaucratic steps that BT should follow rather that specifying 
the substantive basis on which BT should make its decisions and how it should 
conduct itself. 

6.26 Any guidelines will only be effective if BT has an incentive to comply with them. Such 
an incentive will only exist if BT is commercially better off complying than not 
complying. If the result of non-compliance is merely to require BT to develop the 
product in future then BT will be better off not complying and thus there will be no 
incentive to comply (see §2.36 above). Below we consider the measures that would 
be needed to create such an incentive to comply. 

6.27 In the case that BT do not develop a product that is in consumers’ interests the 
obvious first remedy is to require BT to develop that product. However, this still 
means that BT is better off not complying. Typically there are two other types of 
remedy that could apply. 

6.28 The first is to return BT to the place it would have been had it complied in the first 
place (i.e. restitution). This would seek to remove from BT the gains (‘unjust 
enrichment’) that BT enjoyed as a result of non-compliance50 e.g. weakened 
downstream competition. However, even if the gains can be identified and removed 
(i.e. all unjust enrichment is disgorged) a restitution approach still leaves BT with a 
strong incentive to not act in consumers’ interests. This is because the worst than 
can happen if it does not comply is to put BT in the position it would have been if it 
did comply. In such a situation given the uncertainty that a dispute will be brought 
and the possibility that not all gains can be identified and removed the mathematics 
clearly favour non-compliance. 

6.29 The second is to impose a punitive remedy to create sufficient incentive to comply 
(probably in the form of a fine). Given the difficulty in reliably identifying and 
removing the unjust enrichment we think that punitive remedies must be 
considered. We note that Ofcom already has the ability to impose a financial penalty 
(fine) on BT for breaches of SMP Conditions and we would urge Ofcom to use this 
power in an effective way. We also consider that finding a breach will create an 
additional incentive for BT to comply since BT is concerned about the reputational 
harm that a breach finding causes. 
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 without fettering Ofcom’s discretion to take into account the particular circumstances of a dispute 
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6.30 For such penalties (restitution and punitive) to be justifiable will require that BT had 
reasonable knowledge of what it needed to have done to comply. It would be against 
the principles of legal certainty if BT was, say, fined for breaching an SMP Condition 
when it had no idea of what it was required to do to be compliant. This requires that 
guidance on the basis on which BT should make SOR decisions needs to be clear and 
unambiguous. 

6.31 Another option that might be considered in respect of improving the product 
development process is a role for the OTA to provide an independent view on 
whether certain SORs should be accepted or not (i.e. an arbitration role in addition 
to their current role which is more focussed on chairing discussions and managing 
certain aspects of the process). Such views might not be binding on BT but they 
might help expedite the process. 

7 Ofcom’s focus in this BCMR review 

7.1 TalkTalk considers that it is important that Ofcom, in its review, expends the majority 
of its analytical effort on products and remedies that matter to CPs and to 
consumers. In particular, Ofcom should focus its analysis on products which are large 
today and/or likely to experience high rates of growth in demand over the regulatory 
period. 

7.2 In the current review, therefore, TalkTalk considers that Ofcom’s main analytical 
focus should be on AISBO and MISBO products, as these are the largest segments 
and/or experiencing the fastest rates of growth. In contrast, TISBO products are in 
terminal decline, and Ofcom should accordingly limit the resources it expends upon 
them.  An approach of focussing on AISBO and MISBO would be in sharp contrast to 
Ofcom’s analytical structure in BCMR13, where the predominance of analysis was 
devoted to TISBO products.  

7.3 Focussing analysis on AISBO and MISBO, and away from TISBO, is likely to lead to 
better outcomes from a consumer perspective. By adopting this approach, Ofcom 
will be concentrating its efforts on the welfare of the majority of consumers in the 
market, and away from legacy products for which, in general, there is a superior 
AISBO or MISBO product available. 

7.4 TalkTalk considers, therefore, that Ofcom should not micro-segment the TISBO 
market into individual TISBO products by bandwidth. There is no point in doing so if, 
as in BCMR13, the remedies that are imposed in each micro-segment are exactly the 
same (for example, there is a single charge control basket that covers all 
bandwidths). Market analysis is a ‘means to an end’ (rather than an end in itself) and 
therefore if the outcome of a micro-segmentation is the same as if a single market 
was used, the micro-segmentation is of no benefit.  Instead, Ofcom should (as with 
AISBO and MISBO) review TISBO products as a whole. This would have the effect of 
significantly reducing the effort expended by Ofcom on reviewing TISBO products, in 
line with their importance in the overall leased lines sector, while still permitting 
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Ofcom to regulate TISBO products for those customers who remain with the legacy 
technology. 

7.5 In this review we think that Ofcom should apply the same framework as it used last 
time (e.g. the competition intensity criteria for parsing the postcode area) and not 
segment the TISBO market by bandwidth, in order to reduce the effort required.  
This will allow more time to be spent on more important issues without appreciably 
diminishing the quality of analysis or appropriateness of the remedies. 

7.1 Approach to dealing with comments on proposals 

7.6 One of the striking aspects of BCMR13 is the volume of effort and text devoted to 
dealing with comments from consultation responses to Ofcom’s proposals, and, in 
particular, to detailing BT’s many concerns and issues. TalkTalk considers that in 
order to avoid wasted effort and produce a more well-reasoned document, which is 
more comprehensible and accessible to market participants, Ofcom should reduce 
the effort which it expends in detailing its rejections of BT’s many points. 

7.7 Overall, TalkTalk’s view of BT’s submissions is that they were largely without merit, 
and that as such Ofcom could have dismissed them in summary fashion. Instead, 
Ofcom chose to deal with each of BT’s self-serving arguments individually. This may 
have been an attempt to avoid an appeal by BT on the grounds that Ofcom had not 
considered all of its arguments; however, it came at the cost of substantially 
increasing the effort expended and increasing the length, and reducing the 
readability, of the final BCMR document51. 

 

                                                      
51

 If BT submits such extensive arguments in the context of the next BCMR review, and if Ofcom still 
wishes to deal with those points on an individual basis, then TalkTalk considers that Ofcom should do 
so in an appendix, so as not to disrupt the flow of the main document. This would provide a 
reasonable balance between considering BT’s points, while avoiding a document of over a thousand 
pages in length. TalkTalk also considers that this would make Ofcom’s main document more balanced, 
by avoiding one party’s views taking a disproportionate volume of the text. 


